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Lindsay Haslem Memorial Trophy  
 
The competition for the Lindsay Haslem Memorial Trophy was held at Penstock Lagoon over the 
weekend 16th -17th of  December. Twelve members fished either the Saturday or Sunday, or both 
days, with five of them registering their catches for entry into the competition. Each fish entered was 
worth 100 points plus one point for each millimetre of length.  
 
Gary Cullen  entered five fish at 4800 mm, 4900 mm, 4600 mm, 4700 mm, and 4700 mm for a total  
                       of  24200 points.  
 
Bruce Gilham  entered three fish at 4200 mm, 4400 mm, and 4500 mm, for a total of 13400 points. 
 
Ian Wheeler  entered the largest fish of the competition at 5150 mm for a total 5250 points.  
 
Alan Taylor entered one fish at 4400 mm for a total of  
                    4500 points. 
 
Marty Toohey  also registered a fish which he estimated to be  
                        4900 mm. by holding it against his inside thigh. 
But the adjudicators said that wasn’t appropriate and “for 
goodness sake Marty to bring a camera and tape measure next 
year.” 
                                            ***** 
 
Gary was officially declared winner of the Lindsay Haslem 
Memorial Trophy at the February monthly meeting. He was 
also declared winner of the much prized Underwater Trophy 
for a total immersion he took at Penstock a couple of months 
ago.    
                                                                                                         Gary being presented with the UW trophy 

 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
 
 

Trip Report                      Tiger Hut Weekend 19
th
-21

st
 January 2018   

 
Numbers attending this year were a bit down on previous years due to a few who were originally 
intending to go calling in sick, and others having business interstate. Nine members did two nights 
and there were a couple of one nighters. But the low numbers did mean that there were only two to a 
room and nobody had to climb to the upper bunk. 
 

As has become the norm most of us met for lunch at the Central Highlands Lodge before proceeding 
to the Tiger Hut.                                                                                                             
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Having a decent meal at lunchtime means that you are free to go fishing the afternon and evening 
without having to worry about being back in time to cook something. As it happened it was quite a 
windy afternoon and evening and most opted to get settled in and relax.  But some trips were made; 
Swan Bay was on the cards for two or three of us but it wasn’t very productive although I seem to 
remember that Bob got one out in Bruce’s boat.  
 

Sunday’s weather was nicer, warm to hot and not as 
windy. The intrepid early risers ventured out before 
dawn to places like O’Dell’s, Ada, and Double 
Lagoons.  The more senior, i.e. older, members left it 
a bit later and headed off to easier places such as 
Howes Bay Lagoon and Lake Augusta. Bruce and 
Bob put the boat in at Lake Augusta where it was 
Bruce’s turn to catch a fish. Howes Bay Lagoon was 
nice with fish rising all along the southern shore until 
( literally) five minutes after we started casting and 
the wind got up. Alec did miss one take and prick a 
fish in that brief window of opportunity. ( And there  
we were thinking we were in for a productive 
session…..sigh ) Peter and Pat also turned up to have a go but didn’t do any better than Alec and me. 
It turned out to be nice spot for lunch though.  
 

Back to the hut for a spell and a bite to eat and then 
another few hours down at Swan Bay. Which turned 
out to be as productive as it was the evening before. 
But in one of those annoying little twists of fate, I was 
back at the car, had taken my waders off and put the 
rod away when the wind dropped right off and it went 
mirror calm. There were a few rises and a man who 
had only been there about 15 minutes promptly 
caught a fish on a dry fly. Too late for me, I was 
looking forward to some food and the evening chat 
and debriefing session at the Tiger Hut. Where there 
were reports of fish being caught all over the place. 
Shane and Marty had been to O’Dell’s and got a few between them. Linden and Stephen had visited  
Chipmans and Ada Lagoons for some interesting times, which included Stephen using his Go Pro to 
make a video on how to lose a fish which you can now view on the club Facebook page.  
There had been a good few of the Nineteen Lagoons visited by members during the day. Apart from 
the ones already mentioned forays had also been made to 
Double Lagoon, First Lagoon and Carter Lakes. 
 

But there was one bit of misfortune on Saturday . Peter 
arrived back at the hut after the afternoon session with a 
flat tyre. Actually it was a bit more than flat, it was also 
twisted off the rim. The RACT was duly called and put on 
the spare. Unfortunately it was one of those ‘not more than 
100 kms at no more than 80 kmh’ spares so Peter had a 
slow drive home. 
 

The early risers did their thing on Sunday morning and I 
hear they did get some fish. Alec, Chris and I headed for 
Howes Bay Lagoon again but the wind got there before we did although Chris saw a bit of activity 
after he walked all the way around to the far shore. Unfortunately Alec and I didn’t have the time to 
join him as we had to go back to the Tiger Hut, check that it was all clean etc. and then meet Mike 
Cousins at the Central Highlands Lodge and pay him some money. Mike likes the CFFCA using the 
Tiger Hut or the Number 2 House because he knows we always leave it nice and tidy and he 
doesn’thave to send the cleaners in. For that he took $100.00 off the money collected and gave it 
back as a donation to club funds. Well done to all those floor sweepers, moppers, dish washers and 
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takers home of rubbish. ( Mike, off his own bat, has already pencilled us in for the only vacant 
January weekend next year.)  After that was sorted Alec and I, later joined by Chris, stopped at the 
Shannon River on the way home. It looked nice and Alec hooked a really good fish that leapt a 
couple of times before burying itself in the weeds and getting off.  I was a bit more fortunate and 
managed to land the one I hooked. 
 

Once again, a very good weekend was had by all who attended. It’s a good, sociable outing and 
looked forward to by many of the members. And just for a change we had mostly good weather. 
 

A few pictures from Tiger Hut 2018. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Marty’s fish from O’Dell’s                                                      One of Stephen’s fish…..and what a fish !                                              

        
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

My Shannon fish with rbbn Mk 2 in mouth                                      RACT man drops Peter’s car off jack…..  

(Mk 2 has fluoro red glass bead, available from                                 ….he should have known better. 

Essential Fly Fisher ) 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Stephen’s boots on Sunday morning after 20kms                                                   Linden at Ada Lagoon 

of walking over the weekend 

 

                                                                                                                                                                             A.T. 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Casting in the Park 

February 2018 
 

I am a lurker on the Australian Saltwater Fly Fishing Forum and during the holidays found some 
interesting reading in a thread started by a fellow Certified Casting Instructor (CCI) 1 in Queensland. 
Mike was offering free casting instruction for anyone who could come along to his local park of an 
afternoon. His post was waylaid by a fishing guide who was frustrated by the lack of casting skills of 
some of his clients and suggesting that practicing in the park did little to prepare people for the real 
world of fly fishing. As with most of these “discussions” on forums some heat was generated and no 
consensus was reached but some interesting points were raised.  Many of us practice in the park and 
I know there are other CCIs and aspiring CCIs who freely give of their time and expertise to help 
people develop their casting skills so I thought it would be a good topic to explore for this month’s 
column. 
 

 
 
Sifting through the three or four pages of posts on this thread there were obviously two sides to the 
argument and both camps made valid points. To some casting in the park was a waste of time 
because it was not preparation for the reality of casting in real fishing situations. Others saw it as the 
place where foundations were laid and basic skills developed. Some cast for the sheer enjoyment of 
forming loops while others were only interested in learning how to deliver a fly. Being a lurker I 
didn’t contribute to the forum and I am not going to use this column now to rekindle the debate. 
What I would like to do is reflect on my own experience and look at how I see the pros and cons of 
park casting versus casting in the real world. 
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I‘ve done a lot of park casting in my time and still try to do so regularly. Casting in the park is 
convenient, easy and encourages practice when you haven’t got the time to go to the water. I’ve used 
my time in the park to work on many aspects of my casting. All the lawn casting I have done has 
made me a better caster. When practicing in the park there’s time to watch what you are doing, 
analyze your mistakes and get it right. But as I see it there are three aspects of park casting that fail 
to address the needs of real life fishing situations. I can understand how a guide could easily be 
frustrated by a client who has not taken these into account when practicing in the park. 
 
I’ve just returned from two weeks on the South Island of New Zealand. Of the fish we caught many 
were within 20 feet of the tip of the rod. Given the long leader and inevitable wind, making an 
accurate cast was not easy. When we practice in the park we tend to have 30feet or more of line out 
and use short leaders. We usually only practice on good days. We can easily convince ourselves that 
we can cast accurately. But in New Zealand I can recall a number of fish I missed because I couldn’t 
get my first cast to land where I wanted it to. Practicing in the park improves accuracy but it needs to 
involve short casts – sometimes with only a leader. I guess that’s why I like the Orvis Master your 
Casting Program2 and continue to advocate its use. It starts with casts at 20 feet! 
 

 
 
 
 
The second problem with park casting is that it usually takes place in good weather and our approach 
can be casual and relaxed. What better way to spend a few hours than standing in a sunny park 
watching your loops sails through a light breeze! You can practice your curve casts over and over 
again knowing that the wind is coming from the right angle and it doesn’t matter if your line gets 
tangled on a witch’s hat. If you miss the target the first time you can do it again until you get it just 
right. The reality was brought home to me on my New Zealand trip when I had to make a curve cast 
around a matagouri bush to a fish tucked in under the willows. There were no second chances and 
not getting it right would mean spooking the fish or having the “matagouri monster” eat my line. I’d 
like to be able to report I nailed the cast but even after practicing curve casts on the lawn many times 
I wasn’t confident I could pull it off and took the easy way out by entering the water giving myself a 
straight line cast to the fish. The fish took the fly first cast and I landed my one and only fish for that 
day. 
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Real life fishing situations put you under pressure. In the park it doesn’t matter if you don’t nail the 
cast first time. You simply pick up the line and do it again. In the world of fishing, especially trout 
fishing in New Zealand, you have to make the first cast count. You don’t have the time or the luxury 
of making a number of false casts to judge your distance. Big New Zealand trout don’t get that big 
without learning to avoid signs of danger. I’m not big on competitive fishing but I am an advocate of 
competition casting. I don’t enjoy it but I know it sharpens my casting skills. Admittedly in some 
disciplines you get to make a number of false casts but you still have to make that first presentation 
count. Maybe if we made our park casting a little more competitive it would be much better 
preparation for fishing. 
 

The third problem I see with park casting is that too often we only practice the easy things that we 
enjoy doing. There’s nothing wrong with that because the more practice you do the more muscle 
memory you develop and the more consistent your casting becomes. Unfortunately, if you only 
practice the easy casts you won’t be prepared for the real world of fly fishing. I don’t recall any fish 
in New Zealand that I cast to without having to deal with challenges such as the wind, bushes in 
front and behind, drag, casting off my opposite shoulder, using a long leader and probably a few 
others. Countering these challenges requires a level of casting that goes beyond what we usually 
practice in the park. I remember a story from the American Master Casting Instructor Gordy Hill 
who prepared his students for bonefish trips by sitting them on top of a step ladder and asking them 
to cast at a remote controlled buggy as it zigzagged across the lawn in front of them. Although not 
the reality of standing on the bow of a skiff in the Bahamas it was the best way Gordy could make 
practicing in the park meaningful. 
 

You can’t become an effective fly fisher by only practicing when you go fishing. You will 
eventually get better but you probably won’t catch many fish and you will annoy the hell out of 
anyone you happen to be fishing with. No one gets to be a competent fly fishing without practicing 
in the park at some time. You just need to make sure your casting in the park reflects the real fishing 
scenarios that you encounter. That’s my contribution to the argument and I’ll leave you to decide 
where you stand. I’m off now to practice in the park. 
 
1 Fly Fishers International is an international organization headquartered in Livingston, Montana. 

FFI trains and certifies casting instructors in two tiers—Certified Casting Instructor (CCI) and 

Master Casting Instructor (MCI).  
 
2 
“Orvis Master Your Fly Casting From Novice To Masters” by Jim C. Chapralis. 

                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                             Allan Ekert 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Fun casting day  
 
The club casting competition started on the fourth of February this year which meant that our 
beautiful casting venue on the Isle of Shalom was sitting unused for the month of January. It was  
therefore decided sometime back in November/ December that we would have a novelty casting day 
on January 7th. ……   nothing serious, just fun and with maybe a bottle of wine or two for the 
‘winners’.  The members that turned up on the day had a great time and it was decided at the 
February meeting to forego a regular casting competition two or three times a year and have a social 
novelty casting day instead. The first one is scheduled for Sunday May 13th.   
 

Hopefully, members who don’t usually take part in the Sunday casting competition will come along 
and have some fun. 
  
Pictures below are from the Facebook report on the day. Bruce aiming for the size 9 boot, plus he 
and Shane receiving their due rewards, being white for Shane and red for Bruce.    ‘Twas good fun ! 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                        Alan T. 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~                                                                           
 

“Just me and my Jacket” 
 

My wife can't understand why I choose to remain ignorant of outdoor fashions. Contrary to what she thinks, I 

do not hate clean clothes or hope secretly for opportunities to roll around in mud. I must admit I prefer well-

worn clothing, but I don't necessarily want it unwashed. It's true that as a child I slept with my dog, but not 

until he had dried off from the day's explorations and never if he had rooted around that day in the fish that 

sometimes washed up dead on the beach near our house. I might be a bit of a slob, but I have certain 

standards………….. 

                                ……………………Excerpt from “A Place by the Water” by Jerry Dennis 
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The following item in our occasional Memorable Fish feature was submitted by Geoff Coughlan. 
 

***** 

A Brush with a Sea Runner   

 
This is a summer fish story. It happened a couple of decades ago, but it sticks in my memory. 
My wife and I spent several summer seasons in a row holidaying in the Gippsland Lakes area in 
Victoria – lots of water, lots of beaches and lots of fishing. At that time I was particularly interested 
in estuary fishing, and the Gippsland lakes are really just a giant estuary for several major river 
systems. Fine line Bream fishing was my thing this particular summer; giving the fish half a chance 
by using 3X, 4X or even 5X leaders meant you had to hone skills on playing and landing a fish, and 
using drag carefully, rather than simply hauling a fish out of the water. This seemed more like real 
sport to me. The downside of course was that you win some and lose some. The huge variety of fish 
species in the lakes, including some big clunkers, saw to that. 
 

Anyway, the picture I want to paint of this particular hot summer’s day is as follows: A couple of 
dozen kids playing in the shallows of a small sandy beach on Lake King, near Paynesville. My wife 
and I slowly strolling back from a fishing stint on the famous silt jetties formed by the Mitchell 
River flowing into the lake (worth Googling if you haven’t been there – quite amazing). I’m carrying 
a fairly slender boat rod rigged with a fine mono leader and a single long shank hook (I’d been 
trying to catch a whiting for tea!). On the hook were the remains of a well-chewed sand worm. With 
streamers of worm hanging off, it looked like a weird wet fly. As we approached the playing kids I 
casually flicked the line into the water – no more than 10-15 feet. You probably anticipate what 
happens next – Whack – I had almost no drag on the line and it flew out – right in amongst the kids! 
Mayhem ensued. My wife said “You’ve hooked a five year old!” I could see several anxious parents 
thought the same thing. I knew it was a fish, but they didn’t. 
 

It took a few minutes, but after reeling it into the shallows, I was amazed to see it was a trout – about 
1kg. The kids were wide-eyed and ecstatic. The parents were laughing and relieved. 
 

The next day we noticed, at the spot, a collection of kids standing in ankle-deep water with rods of 
all shapes and sizes. A dad on the sand smiled and said “Now look what you’ve done!”  
 

I often wonder how many of those kids got started there on the habit of a lifetime! 
 

                                                                                                                               Geoff Coghlan  

***** 
  
 
 
 
 
The silt jetties mentioned by 
Geoff. They are now claimed to be 
the world’s longest, a title once 
held by the Mississippi River 
jetties in the Gulf of Mexico which 
were destroyed by hurricane 
Katrina in 2005. 
 
Looks like a great fishing spot. 
 
 
 
 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Fly of the Month                                      The Soldier Beetle 

 

 
      Hook  :-   Dry fly 14-12-10 
 

      Thread :-  Black 6/0  
 

       Body  :-  Yellow or orange wool, fine chenille or dubbing  
 

      Wingcase :-  Slip of crow or mallard wing feather 
 

      Hackle :-    Black cock 
      
      Antennae:- Two strands of the wingcase separated and  
                         pulled forward.  

 
Bruce Irwin took the picture on the right a couple of months 
ago at Brumbys Creek. It’s of the most common variety of 
soldier beetle in south-eastern Australia and is sometimes 
called the plague soldier beetle as it occasionally builds up in 
large numbers, sometimes even to the extent of smothering a 
plant. But knowledgeable gardeners love them because the 
grubs, which are laid in the soil, eat other small creatures and 
insect larvae. The adults are only interested in sucking nectar 
and mating, they don’t bite or sting.They are not often seen on 
the water but when they are the bright colours really attract any trout around. 
 
A slightly long dry fly hook such as the Kamasan B401 is good for tying the soldier beetle.  Lay 
your foundation thread from eye to bend and tie in a slip of crow or mallard wing feather about 1¾ 
times shank length. If you can get one a slip from one of those green mallard wing feathers looks 
really good. Next attach your wool or fine chenille and wind it forward to about 3mm behind the eye 
and secure it. The soldier beetle is a slim creature so don’t make the body too thick. At this point tie 
in a black cock hackle feather with fibres a bit longer than the hook gape, make three or four turns 
and tie off. Pull the wing case slip forward over the body and through the hackle and tie it down.That 
should push the hackle down to give the impression of legs. Any  fibres still sticking upwards can be 
trimmed off.  Before you trim the piece of wingcase overhanging the eye use your needle to separate 
a couple of the strands to form the antennae. Now trim the overhang, take your thread underneath the 
antennae and build up a head with the black tying thread in such a way that it lifts the antennae away 
from the hook eye. A touch of varnish and it’s done. 

                                                    
 
 
 

 
   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                               A.T. 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
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The following item has been in the newsletter before. It’s here again because one of the addicted, 
(anonymous by request), found it too true to be funny and hopes that repeating it will serve as a 
warning.  It was originally on the Sexyloops website,  http://www.sexyloops.com  about seven years 
ago. 

 
***** 

Dens of vice  
 

It started innocently enough. There I was, drinking a cup of coffee and enjoying the spring sunshine 
when a little voice whispered in my ear: "Here, try one of these". I suppose it was curiousity at first. 
I mean, how much damage could it do, I asked myself? I thought, as we all do, that I could handle it. 
I was, after all, hardly young and innocent; I'd been around a bit, I thought, and there wasn't much 
left in this world that could corrupt and deprave me. Now, of course, I know the truth.  
 

At first, it was just a couple of Shipman's. You know, pretty lightweight stuff, the sort of things of 
which you can put away a dozen or so without really thinking about it. Then someone offered me a 
pheasant tail pattern and a couple of suspender buzzers. All still pretty manageable, really; I was 
fine, still sleeping well, still getting out into the world and meeting people. But then came the parties 
where people were handing around soldier palmers, Coves, damsel nymphs; and suddenly and quite 
literally, I found myself in a world of vice. Before I knew it I was getting through an ounce of seal's 
fur every week. And I didn't stop there. In the following months I developed a serious tinsel habit; I 
found myself lurking outside reservoir lodges trying to score coastal deer hair, dyed partridge 
feathers, even (and I shudder as I type this) type 4 CDC plumes. I was a mess, my dreams full of 
giant man-eating muddlers and appetisers, my fingers shaking at the vice every morning as I got my 
fix with the first sedge pupa of the day.  
 

This week I finally realised the full extent of my depravity. In a sort of varnish-induced haze, I found 
myself showing a friend how to tie a superglue buzzer, that most evil and insidiously satisfying of 
patterns, and I knew that I had to stop before I did someone else the same damage that had been 
done to me. So here I stand before you, a broken man; but a man who has woken up to the lies and 
deception that fly-tying forces upon you, and a man in search of a twelve-step program for victims of 
this vicious business.  
 

You may recall that several weeks ago, I wrote about the Three Great Lies and a proposed 
replacement for the third of them. But fly-fishing has shown me that there are many more fibs out 
there that must be exposed; in particular, the notion that tying your own flies saves you money. I feel 
somewhat churlish about revealing this, especially at a time when Sexyloops' very own Ben Spinks 
is doing such sterling work in explaining the ins and outs of fly-tying to us all on these pages, and 
showing us the desperate lengths a man will go to acquire materials. But the awful truth must be 
revealed, I'm afraid, before others are as corrupted by it as I have become.  
 

I just had a quick scan of my materials cabinet and I reckon that at a conservative estimate, the tools 
and materials I have gathered in the last year or so have cost me about £500. Not too bad, I hear you 
say; at an average of 90 pence each for commercial versions tied by underpaid Kenyans and Thais, 
you only have to tie 556 or so to get your money back, right? Well, yes and no. The problem, of 
course, is that this only works as long as you restrict yourself forever to tying the patterns that your 
materials allow. So while I have marabou in half a dozen shades, a collection of seal's fur that makes 
even the most spectacular rainbow look like a muddy driveway and a mink pelt that would look 
pretty damn good around a supermodel's neck, I still don't have most of the stuff that I need as my 
skills evolve and my insane lust for new patterns grows.  
 

Last week, for example, I decided I needed to learn to tie some Invictas. The Invicta seems to me to 
be an excellent all-rounder, representing all sorts of buggy and edible creatures. You can tie it slim 
or bushy, silver or gold, large or small; you can fish it wet or dry; and you'll catch fish whichever 
way, on the Wylie or the Waiau. But you need some serious gear to tie it. A couple of different kinds 
of pheasant, only one of which I have. Red game cock hackle, with some blue jay for the 
throat…..the first I can do, but the jay is currently beyond the scope of my collection. So just to tie 
up a few of these essential patterns, I need to spend a tenner or more before I can even think about 
getting started. And while I'm out shopping, I'll invariably find something else I need; that 
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Greenwell's cape I've been promising myself, some olive nymph skin, a new pair of hackle pliers, a 
proper hair stacker to replace the Biro tube I've been using. So that tenner turns into thirty or forty or 
even fifty pounds; all for the sake of a few trichopteran lookalikes that will probably do no better a 
job than my existing deer-hair sedges.  
 

And so it goes on. Parachute Adams? I need muskrat fur and calftail. Snipe and purple? I need snipe 
wing and, well, purple stuff. Don't even get me started on poppers or naturals or fry imitations or 
Powersilk or.... You can see where I'm going with this. The more curious you get and the better you 
get at it, the more it costs you and the less time you have to actually go fishing, or see your 
girlfriend, or do any work. The horrible truth is this: whatever Ben or Paul tell you, fly-tying ruins 
your life. Just Say No, while you can; and think of me this evening, as I roam the streets of London 
looking for a deal on a kilo of possum fur. It's not for me, officer, it's for a friend... 
 

Sean Geer is a freelance journalist, author and tinsel addict. He is an expert in not catching fish on 

any of his home-tied flies, preferring to steal better examples from the fly-boxes of his fishing 

partners whenever possible. As absentee co-moderator of the Sexyloops fly-tying forum, he has 

failed spectacularly to contribute anything worthwhile to the global body of knowledge on this 

subject. None of this has stopped him from accumulating the world's largest and most pointless 

collection of dubbing materials. He is currently writing a novel about sex, fluorocarbon and the life 

cycle of chironomid insects.  

 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

Facebook Picture of the Month 

 

The banner picture for the month of February on the club Facebook page, chosen by Alec, is of Chris 
Cohen into one at Penstock.  Chris posted picture 12th January. His daughter, Pip, took the picture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Picture on the right, dated 1924, is taken 
from an article in the Examiner about the 
history of fishing in Australia. Looks like 
the Cataract Gorge in Launceston. And she 
is either snagged or has one on. 
 
 
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-02-18/a-
short-history-of-fishing-in-
australia/9449514  

 

 
 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 
And this picture is taken from a YouTube video. 
 
https://youtu.be/ANxlmqF0wj8   
 
Very much like  the dragonfly leapers at Brumby’s 
Creek, where they usually start putting on a bit of a 
show in March and April.  
 

 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
Speaking of Brumby’s, here is a better and more direct link to the level there than the one in the 
December newsletter.  Thanks, Alec. 
 

 https://www.hydro.com.au/docs/default-source/water-flow/Brumby_L.pdf   
 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
 

If you fly fish long enough it’s inevitable that you will one 
day get a hook in your flesh, and that flesh is sometimes 
the face or neck, probably because false casting often has 
the fly going past at that height.   
 

Lips, noses and ears will usually heal, eyes usually won’t.  
Which is a very good reason for wearing eye 
protection…….polaroids by day and safety glasses after 
dark. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
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           NOTICE FOR AN UPCOMING EVENT 
 

                Only for the Ladies 
 

          A weekend of Casting Tuition for all levels and beginners  
 

          Hosted in Tasmania at Hayes on Brumby’s 
     

April 20th-22nd 2018 

 

The Event: This was the brain child of Peter Hayes and Judith Oliver to introduce women into 

fly fishing, without any pressure, to have fun but with structured tutoring.  
 

We have class room tutorials with casting pracise around the casting pond. 
 

Since the original event one participant has sat their CCI and there is another lady about to sit 

her CCI.  
 

This will be the 4th year of the event and it is growing each year. Peter stocks the casting pond 

with rainbow trout so the ladies can have lots of fun to hone their skills. 
 

There is a dinner speech on the Fiday night following an opening by Peter Hayes. On Saturday 

evening there is a female guest speaker. April Vokey came for our first weekend. 
 

The event is sponsored by The Essential Fly Fisher Mike and Jules Stevens (and Jock).  
 

The main prize is a rod and reel presented by Jules Stevens and we have several other prizes to 

be given away.  
 

The weekend is catered for by the famous Jen Guerre.   

 

Date: April 20th Friday 12md -22nd afternoon 2018 

 

Launceston Airport pick up /drop off available 

 

Web page to visit: 
 

Peter Hayes www.flyfishtasmania.com Look under Courses and you will see GGFF 
 

Also visit GGFF face book page 
 

Address of the Location: 
 

Hayes on Brumby’s 
 

1696 Cressy Road 
 

Cressy 7302 Tasmania 
 

Contact: 
 

For any information please do not hesitate to contact VFFA member Judith Oliver IFF CCI 

juditholi@bigpond.com  
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Calendar  
 
March   4th   :-  Casting 
 
            12th  :-  Public holiday, Eight hour day 
 
            14th  :-  Meeting  
 
            17th  :-  Monthly outing, on a Saturday for a change. 
                         Outing is to the Shannon River, which is 
                         that 450 metre stretch of water between the 
                         Great Lake dam wall and Shannon 
                         Lagoon.  Plenty of parking at the bridge.  
                           
                          No prizes, just bragging rights.  
 
 
March  18th  :-  Casting 
 
            30th  :-  Good Friday 
 
April     1st   :-  End of daylight saving, clocks go back one hour. 
                           
                        Note :-  No casting on April 1st.  It’s Easter Sunday and there will probably be  
                                      weddings at the church. 
 
            2nd   :-  Easter Monday 
 
           11th   :-  Meeting 
 
           15th   :-  Casting 
 
           25th   :-  Anzac Day 
 
           29th   :-  Last day of brown trout season. It’s also a scheduled casting day but we usually have 
                        a last fling outing that day. …….venue to be decided.  Anyone not on the outing can 
                        still go to casting if they wish ( subject to obtaining the key ) but there will not be a 
                        round of the club competition.  
 
Looking ahead :-  May 13th  will be a novelty casting day.  Apart from a bit of fun there may even be 
                              a prize or two.  

*****  
 

Alterations to calendar items will be notified by email, on the club website  http://corralinn.weebly.com / or 
on the Facebook page. 
 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

Next newsletter due second half of March.  All contributions such as fishing reports, classifieds, recipes, 

new flies, letters to the editor, or whatever, gratefully received. Any such contributions by the 19
th
, please. 

Editor reserves the right to edit without altering meaning or intent of items submitted.  

This newsletter compiled in Word format and converted to pdf for emailing which degrades picture quality. 

Contact editor if you would like high definition copy. 
 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

“ In the lexicon of the fly-fisherman, the words rise and hooked connote the successful and desirable 

climax; landing a fish is purely anticlimax.” ………….. Vincent Marinaro, 1950. 


